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ABSTRACT: First, what is computed by the hippocampus is considered. 
Based on the effects of damage to the hippocampus and neuronal activ- 
ity recorded in the primate hippocampus, it i s  suggested that it i s  involved 
in associating together information usually originating from different cor- 
tical regions, for example, about objects and their place in a spatial en- 
vironment. The rapid formation of such context-dependent memories i s  
prototypical of memories of particular events or episodes. Second, a com- 
putational theory of how it performs this function, based on neu- 
roanatomical and neurophysiological information about the different neu- 
ronal systems contained within the hippocampus, i s  described. Key 
hypotheses are that the CA3 pyramidal cells operate as a single autoas- 
sociation network to store new episodic information as it arrives via a 
number of specialized preprocessing stages from many different associa- 
tion areas of the cerebral cortex, and that the dentate granule cell/mossy 
fiber system is important particularly during learning to help to produce 
a new pattern of firing in the CA3 cells for each episode. The computa- 
tional analysis shows how many memories could be stored in the hip- 
pocampus, and how quickly the CA3 autoassociation system would op- 
erate during recall. The analysis i s  then extended to show how the CA3 
system could be used to recall the whole of an episodic memory when 
only a fragment of it is presented. It is shown how this retrieval within 
the hippocampus could lead to recall of neuronal activity in association 
areas of the cerebral neocortex similar to that present during the origi- 
nal episode, via modified synapses in backprojection pathways from fhe 
hippocampus to the cerebral neocortex. The recalled information in the 
cerebral neocortex could then by used by the neocortex in the formation 
of long-term memories and/or in the selection of appropriate actions. 
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The overall aim of this theory of hippocampal function in memory is 
to show quantitatively how the hippocampus could operate in memory. 
Specific aims are as follows: 

1. To account for data on the function of the hippocampus in humans 
and monkeys as well as rats. Because memory deficits of, for example, where 
an object has been seen (an object-place association) are very evident in 
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monkeys and humans following damage to the hip- 
pocampus, the theory addresses the role of the hip- 
pocampus in memory. The tasks impaired by damage 
to the hippocampus in monkeys and humans include 
object-place memory tasks, e.g., where on a video mon- 
itor an object was shown, or where on a tray different 
objects were located (Smith and Milner, 1981; Gaffan 
and Saunders, 1985; Parkinson et al., 1988; Gaffan, 
1994; Angeli et al., 1993). This type of memory can be 
formed rapidly, in one trial, and because typically it in- 
volves associating together many aspects of the situation, 
such as the spatial context and the objects 
present, it is the type of memory used to store individ- 
ual events in a snapshot-like way. An example of the 
type of event or episodic memory meant here is the 
memory of seeing a particular person at a particular place 
on a particular occasion. The theory thus addresses how 
the memory for many different events or episodes can 
be stored in the brain and later retrieved from a part of 
the episode. (This is called here episodic memory, and 
is not used here to refer to a whole linked sequence of 
different events. Linked sequences of events can be in- 
troduced at an extension of the type of event memory 
described here implemented by autoassociation, but are 
not dealt with here; cf. Levy, 1996.) The theory is thus 
consistent with spatial view cells in monkeys, which re- 
spond when the monkey looks toward a particular part 
of space (Rolls and O’Mara, 1995; Rolls, 1996a,b). 
These could provide the spatial context or part of an 
episodic memory, and indeed some monkey hippocam- 
pal neurons do respond to a combination of an object 
and where it was seen (Rolls et al., 1989), in allocentric 
coordinates (Feigenbaum and Rolls, 199 I). 

The theory is not a theory of spatial computation per- 
formed by the hippocampus, because although the hip- 
pocampal damage does impair spatial and episodic mem- 
ory, there is little evidence that spatial computation per 
se is impaired after hippocampal damage in primates in- 
cluding humans. Instead, damage to neocortical areas 
such as the right parahippocampal cortex can produce 
deficits such as topographical disorientation (Habib and 
Sirigu, 1987), and damage to the right parieto-temporo- 
occipital region can produce topographical agnosia (see 
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Griisser and Landis, 1991), both of which can be taken as requir- 
ing spatial computation. This theory thus holds that spatial com- 
putation is performed by the neocortex, and that the hippocam- 
pus may be involved in spatial computation only insofar as new 
information may be required to be stored or recalled in order to 
perform a particular spatial task. It is also noted at the outset that 
basing a theory of hippocampal function on its possible role as a 
spatial computer using place cells of the type found in rats may 
not generalize well to primates, in which cells which respond to 
spatial views “out there” are a prominent feature in the actively lo- 
comoting monkey, but cells which respond to the place where the 
animal is are not (Rolls and O’Mara, 1995; Rolls, 1996a,b). 

2. To  identify the computational functions of different parts 
of the hippocampal formation (CA3, CAI, dentate granule cells), 
and its related structures such as the parahippocampal and perirhi- 
nal cortex and the entorhinal cortex. 

3. To identify the functions of the different synaptic inputs 
to different types of neuron in the hippocampal formation (e.g., 
the mossy fiber, recurrent collateral, and perforant path inputs to 
the CA3 cells) and to show quantitatively how the numbers of 
each type of synapse, and neuron, are related to the computa- 
tional functions being performed. 

4. To produce a quantitative theory of why there are as many 
backprojection pathways from the hippocampus to the neocortex 
(and also between adjacent neocortical areas) as there are forward 
projections, as well as a theory of what the backprojections perform. 

5. To link studies at the cellular level of the hippocampus, in- 
cluding studies of the biophysics of individual cells, the rules of 
synaptic modification, and the information represented by hip- 
pocampal neurons in different animals when the hippocampus is 
functioning normally in the behaving animal, through a theory 
of how large numbers of such neurons could operate in a series 
of linked networks, to understand bow the systems-level functions 
of the hippocampus are performed. 
6. To show the possible relevance for computation in mem- 

ory systems of different aspects of synaptic modification, includ- 
ing synaptic strengthening and weakening (whether or not long- 
term potentiation [LTP] and long-term depression [LTD] provide 
a good model of these processes). 

7. To show how the storage of information in the hip- 
pocampus may complement that stored in other brain regions, 
and to consider how information may be recalled from the hip- 
pocampus, through, for example, the backprojection pathways, 
to the neocortex, for use in neocortical information processing 
and storage. 

8. To show how the hippocampus could operate relatively 
quickly (e.g., in 50-100 ms), even though it may perform recur- 
rent processing, and its principal neurons, pyramidal cells, fire rel- 
atively slowly, at, e.g., 0-1 5 spikeds. 

9. To  advance at the generic level (i.e., independently of 
whether in the hippocampus or not) the formal understanding of 
how networks of neurons in the brain could operate. 

The historical development of the theory described begins with 
Marr’s work in 1971, in which having heard L. Weiskrantz lec- 
ture in 1967 on the functions of the hippocampus in memory 

and amnesia, he developed a mathematical model of the hip- 
pocampus with binary neurons and binary synapses which uti- 
lized heavily the properties of the binomial distribution. The ar- 
ticle he produced was pioneering in bringing to the fore the 
importance of the quantitative neuroanatomy of the hippocam.- 
pal system, although he himself did not attempt to specify par- 
ticular functions for different cell groups within the hippocam- 
pus. A re-examination of the theory has shown that the recurrent 
connections between his “P3” neurons are not as crucial in his 
model as he thought (Willshaw and Buckingham, 1990). 
Gardner-Medwin (1 976) showed how progressive recall could op- 
erate in a network of binary neurons with binary synapses and 
suggested that this might be relevant to hippocampal function. 
Rolls (1987) produced a theory of the hippocampus in which the 
CA3 neurons operated as an autoassociation memory to store 
episodic memories including object and place memories and the 
dentate granule cells operated as a preprocessing stage for this by 
performing pattern separation, so that the mossy fibers could act 
to set up different representations for each memory to be stored 
in the CA3 cells. He  suggested that the CA1 cells operate as a re- 
coder for the information recalled from the CA3 cells to a par- 
tial memory cue, so that the recalled information would be rep- 
resented more efficiently to enable recall, via the backprojection 
synapses, of activity in the neocortical areas similar to that which 
had been present during the original episode. This theory was de- 
veloped further (Rolls, 1989a-c, 1990a,b), including further de- 
tails about how the backprojections could operate (Rolls, 
1989a,b), and how the dentate granule cells could operate as a 
competitive network (Rolls, 198%). Quantitative aspects of the 
theory were then developed with A. Trcves, who brought the ex- 
pertise of theoretical physics, applied previously mainly to un- 
derstand the properties of fully connected attractor networks with 
binary neurons (Hopfield, 1982; Amit, 1989), to bear on the 
much more diluted connectivity of the recurrent collaterals found 
in real biological networks (e.g., 2% between CA3 pyramidal cells 
in the rat), in networks of neurons with graded (continuously 
variable) firing rates, graded synaptic strengths, and sparse repre- 
sentations in which only a small proportion of the neurons is ac- 
tive at any one time, as is found in the hippocampus (Treves, 
1990; Treves and Rolls, 1991). These developments in under- 
standing quantitatively the operation of more biologically rele- 
vant recurrent networks with modifiable synapses were applied 
quantitatively to the CA3 region (Treves and Rolls, 1991), and 
to the issue of why there are separate mossy fiber and perforant 
path inputs to the CA3 cells of the hippocampus (Treves and 
Rolls, 1992). The whole model of the hippocampus was described 
in more detail, and a quantitative treatment of the theory of re- 
call by backprojection pathways in the brain was provided by 
Treves and Rolls (1 994). The speed of operation of the CA3 sys- 
tem has been addressed in a number of new developments (Treves, 
1993; Simmen et al., 1996b) (see below). Rolls (1995) produced 
a simulation of the operation of all of the hippocampus from the 
entorhinal cortex through the dentate, CA3, and CA1 cells back 
to the hippocampus, which established the quantitative feasibil- 
ity of the whole theory, and raised a number of important issues 
considered below, including the role of copography within parts 
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of the hippocampal internal connectivity. The simulation also em- 
phasized some of the advantages, for a system which must store 
many different memories, of a binary representation, in which for 
any one memory the neurons were either firing or not, as op- 
posed to having continuously graded firing rates. The simulation 
(Rolls, 1995) also showed how recall, if not perfect at the stage 
of the CA3 cells, was improved by associative synapses at subse- 
quent stages, including the connections of the CA3 cells to the 
CAI cells, and the connections of the CA1 cells to the entorhi- 
nal cortex cells. At the same time, neurophysiological investiga- 
tions of the activity of neurons in the hippocampus of the ac- 
rively locomoting monkey are revealing quantitatively the value 
of the sparseness of the firing rates of primate hippocampal neu- 
rons, which is an important parameter to the model, and is re- 
vealing the properties of “spatial view” neurons, which provide a 
representarion that would be very appropriate for an object-place 
memory or an episodic memory in which spatial context is an im- 
portant component (Rolls, 1996a,b). 

Predictions made by the theory, and tests of the theory, are 
described at the end of this paper. 

Systems-Level Function of the Hippocampus 

Any theory of the hippocampus must state at the systems level 
what is computed by the hippocampus. Some of the relevant ev- 
idence comes from the effects of damage to the hippocampus, the 
responses of neurons in the hippocampus during behavior, and 
the systems-level connections of the hippocampus. 

Evidence from the effects of damage 
to the hippocampus 

Damage to the hippocampus or to some of its connections such 
as the fornix in monkeys produces deficits in learning about the 
places of objects and about the places where responses should be 
made. For example, macaques and humans with damage to the 
hippocampus or fornix are impaired in object-place memory tasks 
in which not only the objects seen, but where they were seen, must 
be remembered (Smith and Milner, 1981; Gaffan and Saunders, 
1985; Parkinson et al., Murray and Mishkin, 1988; Gaffan, 1994; 
Angeli et al., 1993; for further review, see Rolls, 1996a,b). 

Damage to the perirhinal cortex, which receives from high-or- 
der association cortex and has connections to the hippocampus 
(see Fig. I) ,  accounts for the deficits in “recognition” memory 
(i.e., for stimuli seen recently) produced by damage to this brain 
region (Zola-Morgan et al., 1989; 1994). Given that some topo- 
graphic segregation is maintained in the afferents to the hip- 
pocampus through the perirhinal, parahippocampal, and en- 
tclrhinal cortices (Amaral and Witter, 1989; Suzuki and h a r d ,  
1394), it may be that these areas are able to subserve memory 
wirhin one of these topographically separated areas, of, for ex- 
ample, visual object, or spatial, or olfactory information. In con- 
trast, I hypothesize that the final convergence afforded by the hip- 

pocampus into one network in CA3 (see Fig. 1) may enable the 
hippocampus proper to implement an event o r  episodic memory 
typically involving arbitrary associations between any of the in- 
puts to the hippocampus, e.g., spatial, visual object, olfactory, and 
auditory (see below). 

One way of relating the impairment of spatial processing to 
other aspects of hippocampal function is to note that this spatial 
processing involves a snapshot type of memory, in which one 
whole scene must be remembered. This memory may then be a 
special case of episodic memory, which involves an arbitrary as- 
sociation of a particular set of events which describe a past episode. 
Further, the nonspatial tasks impaired by damage to the hip- 
pocampal system may be impaired because they are tasks in which 
a memory of a particular episode or context rather than of a gen- 
eral rule is involved (Gaffan et al., 1984). Further, the deficit in 
paired associate learning in humans may be especially evident 
when this involves arbitrary associations between words, for ex- 
ample, window-lake. 

I suggest that the reason why the hippocampus is used for the 
spatial and nonspatial rypes of memory described above, and the 
reason that makes these two types of memory so analogous, is 
that the hippocampus contains one stage, the CA3 stage, which 
acts as an autoassociation memory. It is suggested that an au- 
toassociation memory implemented by the CA3 neurons equally 
enables whole (spatial) scenes or episodic memories to be formed, 
with a snapshot quality which depends on the arbitrary associa- 
tions which can be made and the short temporal window which 
characterizes the synaptic modifiability in this system (see below 
and Rolls, 1987, 1989a,b, 1990a,b). The hypothesis is that the 
autoassociation memory enables arbitrary sets of concurrent ac- 
tivity, involving for example the spatial context where an episode 
occurred, the people present during the episode, and what was 
seen during the episode, to be associated together and stored as 
one event. Later recall of that episode from the hippocampus in 
response to a partial cue can then lead to reinstatement of the ac- 
tivity in the neocortex that was originally present during the 
episode. The theory described here shows how the episodic rnem- 
ory could be stored in the hippocampus and later retrieved to the 
neocortex. 

Although there is insufficient space to review the rat literature 
on the effects of hippocampal damage, much of it is consistent 
with the evidence from primates in that spatial reference mem- 
ory is impaired by hippocampal damage; this involves arbitrary 
associations of environmental cues to define places and, in addi- 
tion, what may be present in those places (see, e.g., Jarrard, 1993). 
The theory described here is thus intended to be as relevant to 
rodents as primates, the main difference being that the spatial rep- 
resentation used in the hippocampus of rats would be about the 
place where the rat is, whereas the spatial representation in pri- 
mates would be of space “out there.” 

The necessity to recall information 
from the hippocampus 

The information about episodic events recalled from the hip- 
pocampus could be used to help form semantic memories (Rolls, 
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1989a,b, 1990b; Treves and Rolls, 1994). For example, remem- 
bering many particular journeys could help to build a geographic 
cognitive map in the neocortex. The hippocampus and neocor- 
tex would thus be complementary memory systems, with the hip- 
pocampus being used for rapid, “on the fly,” unstructured stor- 
age of information involving activity potentially arriving from 
many areas of the neocortex, whereas the neocortex would grad- 
ually bind and adjust on the basis of much accumulating infor- 
mation the semantic representation (Rolls, 1989a-c; Treves and 
Rolls, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995). 

This raises the issue of the possible gradient of retrograde am- 
nesia following hippocampal damage. The issue of whether mem- 
ories stored some time before hippocampal damage are less im- 
paired than more recent memories, and whether the time course 
is minutes, hours, days, weeks, or years, is still a debated issue 
(Squire, 1992; Gaffan, 1993). (In humans, there is evidence for 
a gradient of retrograde amnesia; in rats and monkeys, hip- 
pocampal damage in many studies appears to impair previously 
learned hippocampal-type memories, suggesting that in these an- 
imals, at least with the rather limited numbers of different mem- 
ories that need to be stored in the tasks used, the information re- 
mains in the hippocampus for long periods.) If there is a gradient 
of retrograde amnesia related to hippocampal damage, then this 
suggests that information may be retrieved from the hippocam- 
pus if it is needed, allowing the possibility of incorporating the 
retrieved information into neocortical memory stores. If on the 
other hand there is no gradient of retrograde amnesia related to 
hippocampal damage, but old as well as recent memories of the 
hippocampal type are stored in the hippocampus and are lost if 
it is damaged, then again this implies the necessity of a mecha- 
nism to retrieve information stored in the hippocampus, and to 
use this retrieved information to affect neural circuits elsewhere 
(for if this were not the case, information stored in the hip- 
pocampus could never be used for anything). The current per- 
spective is thus that whichever view of the gradient of retrograde 
amnesia is correct, information stored in the hippocampus will 
need to be retrieved and affect other parts of the brain in order 
to be used. The present theory shows how information could be 
retrieved within the hippocampus, and how this retrieved infor- 

FIGURE 1. Forward connections (solid lines) from areas of cere- 
bral association neocortex via the parahippocampal gyrus and 
perirhinal cortex, and entorhinal cortex, to the hippocampus; and 
backprojections (dashed lines) via the hippocampal CAI pyramidal 
cells, subiculum, and parahippocampal gyrus to the neocortex. There 
is great convergence in the forward connections down to the single 
network implemented in the CA3 pyramidal cells; and great diver- 
gence again in the backprojections. Left: Block diagram. Right: More 
detailed representation of some of the principal excitatory neurons 
in the pathways. D, deep pyramidal cells; DG, dentate granule cells; 
F, forward inputs to areas of the association cortex from preceding 
cortical areas in the hierarchy; mf, mossy fibers. PHG, parahip- 
pocampal gyrus and perirhinal cortex; pp, perforant path; rc, recur- 
rent collaterals of the CA3 hippocampal pyramidal cells. s, superfi- 
cial pyramidal cells; 2, pyramidal cells in layer 2 of the entorhinal 
cortex: 3, pyramidal cells in layer 3 of the entorhinal cortex. The 
thick lines above the cell bodies represent the dendrites. 

mation could enable the activity in neocortical areas that was pres- 
ent during the original storage of the episodic event to be rein- 
stated, thus implementing recall. The backprojections from the 
hippocampus to the neocortex are one of the two major outputs 
of the hippocampus (see Fig. 1). The backprojections are most 
likely to be involved in what is described by humans as recall, and 
in enabling information about an episode captured on the fly to 
be incorporated into long-term, possibly semantic, neocortical 
stores with a rich associative structure (cf McClelland et al., 1995). 
As a result of such neocortical recall, action may be initiated. The 
other major set of outputs from the hippocampus projects via the 
fimbria/fornix system to the anterior nucleus of the thalamus 
(both directly and via the mammillary bodies), which in turn pro- 
jects to the cingulate cortex. This may provide an output for more 
action-directed use of information stored in the hippocampus, for 
example, in the initiation of conditional spatial responses in a vi- 
sual conditional spatial response task (Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987; 
Miyashita et al., 1989). In such a task, a rapid mapping must be 
learned between a visual stimulus and a spatial response, and a 
new mapping must be learned each day. The hippocampus is in- 
volved in this rapid visual-to-spatial response mapping (Rupniak 
and Gaffan, 1987), and the way in which hippocampal circuitry 
may be appropriate for this is that the CA3 region enables sig- 
nals originating from very different parts of the cerebral cortex to 
be associated rapidly together (see below). 

Systems-level neurophysiology of the 
primate hippocampus 

The systems-level neurophysiology of the hippocampus shows 
what information could be stored or processed by the hip- 
pocampus. T o  understand how the hippocampus works, it is not 
sufficient to state just that it can store information-one needs 
to know what information. The systems-level neurophysiology of 
the hippocampus has been reviewed recently by Rolls (1996a,b), 
and only a brief summary can be provided here. 

The primate hippocampus contains spatial cells that respond 
when the monkey looks at a certain part of space, for example, 
at one quadrant of a video monitor while the monkey is per- 
forming an object-place memory task in which he must remem- 
ber where on the monitor he has seen particular images (Rolls et 
al., 1989). Approximately 9% of the hippocampal neurons have 
such spatial view fields, and about 2.4% combine information 
about the position in space with information about the object 
that is in that position in space (Rolls et al., 1989). The latter 
point shows that information from very different parts of the cere- 
bral cortex (parietal for spatial information, and inferior tempo- 
ral for visual information about objects) is brought together onto 
single neurons in the primate hippocampus. The representation 
of space is for the majority of hippocampal neurons in allocen- 
tric, not egocentric, coordinates (Feigenbaum and Rolls, 199 1). 
These “spatial view” neurons, now analyzed in the actively loco- 
moting monkey, are different from place cells, in that their ac- 
tivity is dependent not on the place where the monkey is, but on 
the place where the monkey is looking in space. It can be shown 
with the monkey stationary that these cells respond when the 
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monkey’s eye position results in him looking at a particular part 
of space. Some of these spatial view cells respond when the view 
details are obscured by curtains or darkness, when the monkey’s 
eyes look toward the spatial view field of the neuron. In this sit- 
uation, it seems appropriate to suggest that the neurons are re- 
sponding to the recalled spatial view, with the recall triggered by 
the partial information provided about the spatial view by eye and 
head position information, which these experiments clearly show 
influence primate hippocampal neurons (experiments of E.T. 
Rolls, R.G. Robertson, and P. Georges-FranGois, in preparation; 
see Rolls, 1996a,b, for review). Many of these “spatial view” cells 
are hippocampal pyramidal cells, with very low spontaneous fir- 
ing rates and low peak firing rates, and they implement a very 
sparse representation. Although there is some evidence for place 
cells in the hippocampus of the monkey driving a cab (On0 et 
al., 1333), such place cells are not at all obvious in the actively 
locomoting monkey in a situation in which place cells would be 
found in rats (Rolls, 1996a,b). It is therefore suggested that, re- 
lated to the highly developed visual system of primates, the spa- 
tial information represented in the primate hippocampus is 
mainly about space “out there,” rather than the place where the 
animal is as in the rat. It seems to be a major use of the primate 
hippocampus to associate spatial locations with what is there, and 
there is no need for the primate to visit the place. Simply look- 
ing at the place and seeing an object, or person is perfectly ade- 
quate for primates including humans to form object-place mem- 
ories, which allow them to later recall, for example, where the 
object or person was seen. It is for this type of spatial memory 
that it is suggested that the representation of space just described 
in the primate hippocampus is used. The hippocampus would as- 
sociate together the activity of one population of neurons repre- 
senting spatial position “out there” with other neurons providing 
information about the object seen. Part of the present theory is 
that the CA3 neurons provide an autoassociative network appro- 
priate for rapidly (in one trial) learning such associations. The 
present theory is also compatible with the existence of place cells 
in rats, which might be formed by associating together a partic- 
ular combination of spatial cues to define a place, and which 
would be useful in a memory system, for associating objects with 
the place where the rat found them. 

Other neurons in the primate hippocampus respond to com- 
binations of visual object and spatial response information in as- 
sociative learning tasks in which conditional spatial responses must 
be learned to visual images (Miyashita et al., 1389; Cahusac et al., 
1383, 1993). The presence of these neurons provides additional 
evidence that information represented in different parts of the cere- 
bral cortex (visual temporal cortex and parietal cortex) is brought 
together on the same neurons in the hippocampus in tasks in which 
those types of information must be rapidly associated. Other pri- 
mate hippocampal neurons respond to whole-body motion 
(O’Mara et al., 1934). These neurons represent information that 
it would be necessary to store in order to remember recent body 
movements made in short-range navigation (so that one could, for 
example, return to the starting place) and to determine whether 
one was facing toward a particular location in space; that is, they 
would provide an important input for “spatial view” neurons. 

When spatial view neurons respond in the dark as a monkey is ro- 
tated toward a spatial view (experiments of E.T. Rolls, R.C. 
Robertson and P. Georges-Francpis, in preparation; see Rolls, 
1996a,b), their activity may be triggered by whole-body motion 
cell input into the CA3 autoassociative network. 

Systems-level anatomy 

The hippocampus receives, via the adjacent parahippocampal 
gyrus and entorhinal cortex, inputs from virtually all association 
areas in the neocortex, including those in the parietal, temporal, 
and frontal lobes (Van Hoesen, 1982; Squire et al., 1983; see Fig. 
I). Therefore the hippocampus has available highly elaborated 
multimodal information, which has already been processed ex- 
tensively along different, and partially interconnected, sensory 
pathways. Given that some topographic segregation is maintained 
in the afferents to the hippocampus through the perirhinal and 
parahippocampal cortices (Amaral and Witter, 1989), it may be 
that these areas are able to subserve memory within one of these 
topograpically separated areas, of, for example, visual object, or 
spatial, OY olfactory information. In contrast, the final convergence 
afforded by the hippocampus into one network in CA3 (see Fig. 
1) may be especially appropriate for an episodic memory typically 
involving arbitrary associations between any of the inputs to the 
hippocampus, e.g., spatial, visual object, olfactory, and auditory 
(see below). Additional inputs come from the amygdala and, via 
a separate pathway, from the septa1 cholinergic and other regula- 
tory systems. An extensively divergent system of output projec- 
tions enables the hippocampus to feed back into most of the cor- 
tical areas from which it receives inputs (see Fig. 1). 

The operation of hippocampal circuitry as a 
memory system 

Given the systems-level hypothesis about what the hippocam- 
pus performs, and the neurophysiological evidence about what is 
represented in the primate hippocampus, the next step is to con- 
sider how using its internal connectivity and synaptic modifia- 
bility the hippocampus could store and retrieve many memories, 
and how retrieval within the hippocampus could lead to retrieval 
of the activity in the neocortex that was present during the orig- 
inal learning of the episode. To develop understanding of how 
this is achieved, we have developed a computational theory of the 
operation of the hippocampus (see Rolls, 1987, 1989a-c, 
1990a,b; Treves and Rolls, 1991, 1932, 1394). This theory, and 
new developments in it, are outlined next. 

Hippocampal circuitry (see Fig. 1 and Storm- 
Mathiesen et  al., 1990; Amaral and Witter, 1989; 
Amaral, 1993) 

Projections from the entorhinal cortex reach the granule cells 
(of which there are lo6 in the rat) in the dentate gyrus (DG) via 
the perforant path (pp). The granule cells project to CA3 cells via 
the mossy fibers (mf), which provide a sparse but possibly pow- 
erful connection to the 3. lo5 CA3 pyramidal cells in the rat. Each 
CA3 cell receives approximately 50 mossy fiber inputs, so that 
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the sparseness of this connectivity is thus 0.005%. By contrast, 
there are many more, possibly weaker, direct perforant path in- 
puts into each CA3 cell in the rat, of the order of 4.103. The 
largest number of synapses (about 1.2.104 in the rat) on the den- 
drites of CA3 pyramidal cells is, however, provided by the (re- 
current) axon collaterals of CA3 cells themselves (rc). It is re- 
markable that the recurrent collaterals are distributed to other 
CA3 cells throughout the hippocampus (Ishizuka et al., 1990; 
, h a r a l  and Witter, 1989; Amaral et al., 1990), so that effectively 
the CA3 system provides a single network, with a connectivity of 
approximately 2% between the different CA3 neurons given that 
the connections are bilateral. 

CA3 as an autoassociation memoy 
Many of the synapses in the hippocampus show associative 

modification as shown by long-term potentiation, and this synap- 
tic modification appears to be involved in learning (see Morris, 
1989). O n  the basis of the evidence summarized above, Rolls 
(1987, 1989a-c, 1990a,b, 1991) has suggested that the CA3 stage 
acts as an autoassociation memory which enables episodic mem- 
ories to be formed and stored for an intermediate term in the 
CA3 network, and that subsequently the extensive recurrent col- 
lateral connectivity allows for the retrieval of a whole representa- 
tion to be initiated by the activation of some small part of the 
same representation (the cue). The crucial synaptic modification 
for this is in the recurrent collateral synapses. (A description of 
the operation of autoassociative networks is provided by Hertz et 
al., 1991; and by Rolls and Treves, 1997.) The hypothesis is that 
because the CA3 operates effectively as a single network, it can 
allow arbitrary associations between inputs originating from very 
different parts of the cerebral cortex to be formed. These might 
involve associations between information originating in the tem- 
poral visual cortex about the presence of an object and informa- 
tion originating in the parietal cortex about where it is. We have 
therefore performed quantitative analyses of the storage and re- 
trieval processes in the CA3 network (Treves and Rolls, 1991, 
1992). We have extended previous formal models of autoasso- 
ciative memory (see Amit, 1989) by analyzing a network with 
graded response units, so as to represent more realistically the con- 
tinuously variable rates at which neurons fire, and with incom- 
plete connectivity (Treves, 1990; Treves and Rolls, 1991). We 
have found that in general the maximum number p,, of firing 
patterns that can be (individually) retrieved is proportional to the 
number CRc: of (associatively) modifiable RC synapses per cell, by 
a factor that increases roughly with the inverse of the sparseness 
a of the neuronal representation. The sparseness is defined as 

where ri is the firing rate to the i'th stimulus in the set of n stim- 
uli. The sparseness ranges from I/n,  when the cell responds to 
only one stimulus, to a maximal value of 1.0, attained when the 
cell responds with the same rate to all stimuli. 

Approximately, 

where k is a factor that depends weakly on the detailed structure 
of the rate distribution, on the connectivity pattern, etc., but is 
roughly in the order of 0.2-0.3 (Treves and Rolls, 1991). For ex- 
ample, for CRc = 12,000 and a = 0.02 (realistic estimates for the 
rat), p, ,  is calculated to be approximately 36,000. This analysis 
emphasizes the utility of having a sparse representation in the hip- 
pocampus, for this enables many different memories to be stored. 
Third, in order for most associative networks to store informa- 
tion efficiently, heterosynaptic LTD (as well as LTP) is required 
(see Rolls and Treves, 1990; Treves and Rolls, 1991; Rolls, 
1996~) .  Simulations that are fully consistent with the analytic the- 
ory are provided by Simmen et al. (1996a) and Rolls et al. (1997). 

We have also indicated how to estimate I, the total amount of 
information (in bits per synapse) that can be retrieved from the 
network. I is defined with respect to the information ip (in bits 
per cell) contained in each stored firing pattern, by subtracting 
the amount zl lost in retrieval and multiplying by p/CRc: 

(3) 

The maximal value Z,, of this quantity was found (Treves and 
Rolls, 1991) to be in several interesting cases around 0.2-0.3 bits 
per synapse, with only a mild dependency on parameters such as 
the sparseness of coding a. 

We may then estimate (Treves and Rolls, 1992) how much 
information has to be stored in each pattern for the network to 
efficiently exploit its information retrieval capacity Imar The es- 
timate is expressed as a requirement on ;P: 

;P > a In(l/a) (4)  

As the information content of each stored pattern ip depends on 
the storage process, we see how the retrieval capacity analysis, cou- 
pled with the notion that the system is organized so as to be an 
efficient memory device in a quantitative sense, leads to a con- 
straint on the storage process. 

We note that although there is some spatial gradient in the 
CA3 recurrent connections, so that the connectivity is not fully 
uniform (Ishizuka et al., 1990), nevertheless the network will still 
have the properties of a single interconnected autoassociation net- 
work, allowing associations between arbitrary neurons to be 
formed, given the presence of many long-range connections which 
overlap from different CA3 cells. 

A number of points deserve comment. First, if it is stated that 
a certain number of memories is the upper limit of what could 
be stored in a given network, then the question is sometimes 
asked, What constitutes a memory? The answer is precise. Any 
one memory is represented by the firing rates of the population 
of neurons that are stored by the associative synaptic modifica- 
tion and can be correctly recalled later. The firing rates in the pri- 
mate hippocampus might be constant for a period of, for exam- 
ple, 1 s in which the monkey was looking at an object in one 
position in space; synaptic modification would occur in this time 
period (cf. the time course of LTP, which is sufficiently rapid for 
this), and the memory of the event would have been stored. The 
quantitative analysis shows how many such random patterns of 
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rates of the neuronal population can be stored and later recalled 
correctly. If the rates were constant for 5 s while the rat was at 
one place or the monkey was looking at an object at one position 
in space, then the memory would be for the pattern of firing of 
the neurons in this 5-s period. (The pattern of firing of the pop- 
ulation refers to the rate at which each neuron in the population 
of CA3 neurons is firing.) Second, the question sometimes arises 
of whether the CA3 neurons operate as an attractor network. An 
attractor network is one in which a stable pattern of firing is main- 
tained once it has been started. Autoassociation networks trained 
with modified Hebb rules can store the number of different mem- 
ories, each one expressed as a stable attractor, indicated in 
Equation 2. However, the hippocampal CA3 cells do not neces- 
sarily have to operate as a stable attractor: instead, it would be 
sufficient for the present theory if they can retrieve stored infor- 
mation in response to a partial cue initiating retrieval. The par- 
tial cue would remain on during recall, so that the attractor net- 
work would be operating in the clamped condition (see Rolls and 
Treves, 1997). The completion of the partial pattern would then 
provide more information than entered the hippocampus, and the 
extra information retrieved would help the next stage to operate. 
Demonstrations of this by simulations that are fully consistent 
with the analytic theory are provided by Rolls (1995); Simmen 
et al. 1996a; Rolls et al. (1997). Third, in order for most asso- 
ciative networks to store information efficiently, heterosynaptic 
LTD (as well as LTP) is required (see Rolls and Treves, 1990; 
Treves and Rolls, 1991; Rolls, 1996~) .  Without heterosynaptic 
LTD, there would otherwise always be a correlation between any 
set of positively firing inputs acting as the input pattern vector to 
a neuron. LTD effectively enables the average firing of each in- 
put axon to be subtracted from its input at any one time, reduc- 
ing the average correlation between different pattern vectors to 
be stored to a low value (see Rolls, 1996~) .  

Given that the memory capacity of the hippocampal CA3 sys- 
tem is limited, it is necessary to have some form of forgetting in 
this store, or another mechanism to ensure that its capacity is not 
exceeded. (Exceeding the capacity can lead to a loss of much of 
the information retrievable from the network.) Heterosynaptic 
LTD could help this forgetting, by enabling new memories to 
overwrite old memories (see Rolls, 1996~) .  The limited capacity 
of the CA3 system does also provide one of the arguments that 
some transfer of information from the hippocampus to neocorti- 
cal memory stores may be useful (see Treves and Rolls, 1994). 
Given its limited capacity, the hippocampus might be a useful 
store for only a limited period, which might be on the order of 
days, weeks, or months. This period may well depend on the ac- 
quisition rate of new episodic memories. If the animal were in a 
constant and limited environment, then as new information is 
not being added to the hippocampus, the representations in the 
hippocampus would remain stable and persistent. These hy- 
potheses have clear experimental implications, both for record- 
ings from single neurons and for the gradient of retrograde am- 
nesia, both of which might be expected to depend on whether 
the environment is stable or frequently changing. They show that 
the conditions under which a gradient of retrograde amnesia 
might be demonstrable would be when large numbers of new 

memories are being acquired, not when only a few memories (few 
in the case of the hippocampus being less than a few hundred) 
are being learned. 

The potential link to the gradient of retrograde amnesia is that 
the retrograde memories lost in amnesia are those not yet con- 
solidated in longer-term storage (in the neocortex). As they are 
still held in the hippocampus, their number has to be less than 
the storage capacity of the (presumed) CA3 autoassociative mem- 
ory. Therefore the time gradient of the amnesia provides not only 
a measure of a characteristic time for consolidation, but also an 
upper bound on the rate of storage of new memories in CA3. For 
example, if one were to take as a measure of the time gradient in 
the monkey, say, 5 weeks (about 50,000 min; Squire, 1992) and 
as a reasonable estimate of the capacity of CA3 in the monkey 
e.g., p = 50,000, then one would conclude that there is an up- 
per bound on the rate of storage in CA3 of not more than one 
new memory per minute, on average. (This might be an average 
over many weeks; the fastest rate might be closer to 1 per s ;  see 
Treves and Rolls, 1994.) 

The current theory shows how single events could be stored 
in and later recalled from the CA3 network. It does not explic- 
itly deal with how a series of events could be linked together to 
represent a time-linked episodic sequence. To the extent that the 
memory of episodes involves links between successive events, this 
could be implemented in a network such as CA3 by introducing 
time delays into the (e.g., recurrent collateral) circuitry, and in- 
deed such an approach has been discussed by Levy (1996). 
Difficult problems that must be considered by such an approach 
include how many different such sequentially linked episodic 
memories could be stored in the hippocampus, and whether the 
recall can be made to operate slowly rather than cycling through 
all the linked events rapidly. 

The dynamics of the recurrent network 
The analysis described above of the capacity of a recurrent net- 

work such as the CA3 considered steady-state conditions of the 
firing rates of the neurons. The question arises of how quickly 
the recurrent network would settle into its final state. With ref- 
erence to the CA3 network, how long does it take before a pat- 
tern of activity, originally evoked in CA3 by afferent inputs, be- 
comes influenced by the activation of recurrent collaterals! In a 
more general context, recurrent collaterals between the pyrami- 
dal cells are an important feature of the connectivity of the cere- 
bral neocortex. How long would it take these collaterals to con- 
tribute fully to the activity of cortical cells? If these settling 
processes took on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, they 
would be much too slow to contribute usefully to cortical activ- 
ity, whether in the hippocampus or the neocortex (Rolls, 1992b, 
1994a). 

A partial answer to this question can be inferred from a recent 
theoretical development based on the analysis of the collective dy- 
namical properties of realistically modeled neuronal units (Treves, 
1993). The method incorporates the biophysical properties of real 
cell membranes and considers the dynamics of a network of in- 
tegrate-and-fire neurons, laterally connected through realistically 
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modeled synapses. The analysis indicates that the model network 
will attain a stable distribution of firing rates over time scales de- 
termined essentially by synaptic and intrinsic conductance inac- 
tivation times. Some of these (e.g., the conductance time con- 
stants associated with excitatory synapses between pyramidal cells) 
are very short, less than 10 ms, implying that the activation of re- 
current collaterals between pyramidal cells will contribute to de- 
termine the overall firing pattern within a period of a very few 
tens of milliseconds (see Treves, 1993). In a simulation of such 
a system, we have obtained evidence for rapid recall, within 30-50 
ms, even from a partial cue (Simmen et al., 1996b; Treves et al., 
1997). With respect to the CA3 network, the indication is thus 
that retrieval would be rapid, indeed fast enough for it to be bi- 
ologically plausible. 

Mossy fiber inputs t o  the CA3 cells 
We hypothesize that the mossy fiber inputs force efficient in- 

formation storage by virtue of their strong and sparse influence on 
the CA3 cell firing rates (Rolls, 1987, 1989a,b; Treves and Rolls, 
1992). (The strong effects likely to be mediated by the mossy fibers 
were also emphasized by McNaughton and Morris, 1989; and 
McNaughton and Nadel, 1990.) We hypothesize that the mossy 
fiber input appears to be particularly appropriate in several ways. 
First of all, the fact that mossy fiber synapses are large and located 
very close to the soma makes them relatively powerful in activat- 
ing the postsynaptic cell (this should not be taken to imply that a 
CA3 cell can be fired by a single mossy fiber excitatory postsy- 
naptic potential [EPSP]). Second, the firing activity of granule cells 
appears to be very sparse (Jung and McNaughton, 1992), and this, 
together with the small number of connections on each CA3 cell, 
produces a sparse signal, which can then be transformed into an 
even sparser firing activity in CA3 by a threshold effect.’ Third, 
nonassociative plasticity of mossy fibers (see Brown et al., 1989, 
1990) might have a useful effect in enhancing the signal-to-noise 
ratio, in that a consistently firing mossy fiber would produce non- 
linearly amplified currents in the postsynaptic cell, which would 
not happen with an occasionally firing fiber (Treves and Rolls, 
1992). This plasticity, and also learning in the dentate, would also 
have the effect that similar fragments of each episode (e.g., the 
same environmental location) recurring on subsequent occasions 

would be more likely to activate the same population of CA3 cells, 
which would have potential advantages in terms of economy of 
use of the CA3 cells in different memories, and in making some 
link between different episodic memories with a common feature, 
such as the same location in space. Fourth, with only a few, and 
powerful, active mossy fiber inputs to each CA3 cell, setting a given 
sparseness of the representation provided by CA3 cells would be 
simplified, for the EPSPs produced by the mossy fibers would be 
Poisson distributed with large membrane potential differences for 
each active mossy fiber. Setting the average firing rate of the den- 
tate granule cells would effectively set the sparseness of the CA3 
representation, without great precision being required in the 
threshold setting of the CA3 cells (Rolls and Perez-Vicente, in 
preparation). Part of what is achieved by the mossy fiber input 
may be setting the sparseness of the CA3 cells correctly, which, as 
shown above, is very important in an autoassociative memory store. 

The argument based on information suggests, then, that an 
input system with the characteristics of the mossy fibers is essen- 
tial during learning, in that it may act as a sort of (unsupervised) 
teacher that effectively strongly influences which CA3 neurons 
fire based on the pattern of granule cell activity. This establishes 
an information-rich neuronal representation of the episode in the 
CA3 network (see Treves and Rolls, 1992). The quantitative 
analysis shows that the perforant path input would not produce 
a pattern of firing in CA3 that contains sufficient information for 
learning (Treves and Rolls, 1992). 

O n  the basis of these points, we predict that the mossy fibers 
may be necessary for new learning in the hippocampus but may 
not be necessary for recall of existing memories from the hip- 
pocampus. Experimental evidence consistent with this prediction 
about the role of the mossy fibers in learning has been described 
in mice without mossy fiber LTP associated with a lack of the 
mGluR1 receptor (Conquet et al., 1994). 

If acetyl choline does turn down the efficacy of the recurrent 
collateral synapses between CA3 neurons (Hasselmo et al., 1995), 
then cholinergic activation also might help to allow external in- 
puts rather than the internal recurrent collateral inputs to domi- 
nate the firing of the CA3 neurons during learning, as the cur- 
rent theory proposes. If cholinergic activation at the same time 
facilitated LTP in the recurrent collaterals (as it appears to in the 
neocortex), then cholinergic activation could have a useful dou- 
ble role in facilitating new learning at times of behavioral activa- 
tion, when presumably it may be particularly relevant to allocate 
some of the limited memory capacity to new memories. 

’For example, if only one granule cell in 100 were active in the 
dentate gyrus, and each CA3 cell received a connection from 50 
randomly placed granule cells, then the number of active mossy 
fiber inputs received by CA3 cells would follow a Poisson distri- 
bution of average 50/100 = 112, i.e., 60% of the cells would not 
receive any active input, 30% would receive only one, 7.5% two, 
little more than 1% would receive three, and so on. (It is easy to 
show from the properties of the Poisson distribution and our de- 
finition of sparseness that the sparseness of the mossy fiber sig- 
r i d  as seen by a CA3 cell would be x/( 1 + x), with x = CMFauG, 
assuming equal strengths for all mossy fiber synapses.) If three 
rnossy fiber inputs were required to fire a CA3 cell and these were 
the only inputs available, we see that the activity in CA3 would 
be roughly as sparse, in the example, as in the dentate gyrus. 

Perforant path inputs to  CA3 cells 
By calculating the amount of information that would end up 

being carried by a CA3 firing pattern produced solely by the per- 
forant path input and by the effect of the recurrent connections, 
we have been able to show (Treves and Rolls, 1992) that an in- 
put of the perforant path type, alone, is unable to direct efficient 
information storage. Such an input is too weak, it turns out, to 
drive the firing of the cells, as the “dynamics” of the network is 
dominated by the randomizing effect of the recurrent collaterals. 
This is the manifestation, in the CA3 network, of a general prob- 
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lem affecting storage (i.e., learning) in all autoassociative memo- 
ries. The problem arises when the system is considered to be ac- 
tivated by a set of input axons making synaptic connections that 
have to compete with the recurrent connections, rather than hav- 
ing the firing rates of the neurons artificially clamped into a pre- 
scribed pattern. 

An autoassociative memory network needs afferent inputs also 
in the other mode of operation, i.e., when it retrieves a previously 
stored pattern of activity. We have shown (Treves and Rolls, 
1992) that the requirements on the organization of the afferents 
are in this case very different, implying the necessity of a second, 
separate input system, which we have identified with the perforant 
path to CA3. In brief, the argument is based on the notion that 
the cue available to initiate retrieval might be rather small, i.e., 
the distribution of activity on the afferent axons might carry a 
small correlation, q < 1, with the activity distribution present 
during learning. In order not to lose this small correlation alto- 
gether, but rather transform it into an input current in the CA3 
cells that carries a sizable signal-which can then initiate the re- 
trieval of the full pattern by the recurrent collaterals-one needs 
a large number of associatively modifiable synapses. This is ex- 
pressed by the formulas that give the specific signal S produced 
by sets of associatively modifiable synapses, or by nonassociarively 
modifiable synapses: If CAFF is the number of afferents per cell 

@ 1 
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Associarively modifiable synapses are therefore needed, and are 
needed in a number of CAF’ of the same order as the number of 
concurrently stored patterns p ,  so that small cues can be effective; 
whereas nonassociatively modifiable synapses-or even more so, 
nonmodifiable ones-produce very small signals, which decrease 
in size the larger the number of synapses. In contrast with the 
storage process, the average strength of these synapses does not 
now play a crucial role. This suggests that the perforant path sys- 
tem is the one involved in relaying the cues that initiate retrieval. 

Before leaving the CA3 cells, it is suggested that separate scal- 
ing of the three major classes of excitatory input to the CA3 cells 
(recurrent collateral, mossy fiber, and perforant path, see Fig. 1) 
could be independently scaled, by virtue of the different classes 
of inhibitory interneuron which receive their own set of inputs, 
and end on different parts of the dendrite of the CA3 cells (Gulyas 
et al., 1993; cf. for CA1 Buhl et al., 1994). This possibility is 
made simpler by having these major classes of input terminate on 
different segments of the dendrites. Each of these inputs, and the 
negative feedback produced through inhibitory interneurons 
when the CA3 cells fire, should for optimal functioning be sep- 
arately regulated (Rolls, 1995), and the anatomical arrangement 
of the different types of inhibitory interneuron might be appro- 
priate for achieving this. 

Dentate granule cells 
The theory is developed elsewhere that the dentate granule cell 

stage of hippocampal processing which precedes the CA3 stage 
acts in four ways to produce during learning the sparse yet effi- 

cient (i.e., nonredundant) representation in CA3 neurons which 
is required for the autoassociation to perform well (Rolls, 
1989a-c, 1994b; see also Treves and Rolls, 1992). 

The first way is that the perforant path-dentate granule cell 
system with its Hebb-like modifiability is suggested to act as a 
competitive learning network to remove redundancy from the in- 
puts producing a more orthogonal, sparse, and categorized set of 
outputs (Rolls, 1987, 1989a-c, 1990a,b). The nonlinearity in the 
NMDA receptors may help the operation of such a competitive 
net, for it ensures that only the most active neurons left after the 
competitive feedback inhibition have synapses that become mod- 
ified and thus learn to respond to that input (Rolls, 198%). We 
note that if the synaptic modification produced in the dentate 
granule cells lasts for a period of more than the duration of learn- 
ing the episodic memory, then it could reflect the formation of 
codes for regularly occurring combinations of active inputs that 
might need to participate in different episodic memories. Because 
of the nonlinearity in the NMDA receptors, the nonlinearity of 
the competitive interactions between the neurons (produced by 
feedback inhibition and nonlinearity in the activation function of 
the neurons) need not be so great (Rolls, 198%). Because of the 
feedback inhibition, the competitive process may result in a rel- 
atively constant number of strongly active dentate neurons rela- 
tively independently of the number of active perforant path in- 
puts to the dentate cells. The operation of the dentate granule 
cell system as a competitive network may also be facilitated by a 
Hebb rule of the form: 

( 6 )  

were R is a constant, ~i is the activation of the dendrite (the post- 
synaptic term), r’, is the presynaptic firing rate, wij is the synap- 
tic weight, and Y’, and wi; are in appropriate units (see Rolls, 
1989~) .  Incorporation of a rule such as this which implies het- 
erosynaptic LTD as well as LTD (see Levy and Desmond, 1985; 
Levy et al., 1990) makes the sum of the synaptic weights on each 
neuron remain roughly constant during learning (cf. Oja, 1982; 
see Rolls, 1389~) .  

The second way is also a result of the competitive learning hy- 
pothesized to be implemented by the dentate granule cells (Rolls, 
1987; 1989a-c, 1990a,b, 1994b). It is proposed that this allows 
overlapping (or very similar) inputs to the hippocampus to be 
separated, in the following way (see also Rolls, 1994a,b). Consider 
three patterns B, W, and BW where BW is a linear combination 
of B and W. (To make the example very concrete, we could con- 
sider binary patterns where B = 10, W = 01, and BW = 1 I.) 
Then the memory system is required to associate B with reward, 
W with reward, but BW with punishment. This is one of the 
configural learning tasks of Sutherland and Rudy (1991), and for 
them is what characterizes the memory functions performed by 
the hippocampus. Without the hippocampus, rats might have 
more difficulty in solving such problems. However, it is a prop- 
erty of competitive neuronal networks that they can separate such 
overlapping patterns, as has been shown elsewhere (Rolls, 1989~;  
Rolls and Treves, 1997; normalization of synaptic weight vectors 
is required for this property). It is thus an important part of hip- 
pocampal neuronal network architecture that there is a compet- 

GWij = k.7;  (7,’. I - w.)  11 
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itive network that precedes the CA3 autoassociation system. 
Without the dentate gyrus, if a conventional autoassociation net- 
work were presented with the mixture BW having learned B and 
W separately, then the autoassociation network would produce a 
mixed output state, and would therefore be incapable of storing 
separate memories for B, W, and BW. It is suggested therefore 
that competition in the dentate gyrus is one of the powerful com- 
putational features of the hippocampus, which could enable it to 
help solve what have been called configural types of learning task 
(Sutherland and Rudy, 1991). (It is a separate and perhaps not 
fully resolved issue of the extent to which the ability to solve con- 
figural learning tasks is a crucial and distinguishing role of the 
hippocampus in memory. It is suggested that such all or none 
characterizations may be less useful than understanding that com- 
putationally the separation of overlapping patterns before storage 
in memory is a function to which the hippocampus may be par- 
ticularly able to contribute because of the effect just described. It 
is not inconsistent with this if configural learning can take place 
without the hippocampus [see Rudy and Sutherland, 19951; one 
might just expect it to be better with the hippocampus, particu- 
larly when a large number of such overlapping memories must be 
stored and retrieved.) 

The third way arises because of the very low contact proba- 
bility in the mossy fiber-CA3 connections, and has been explained 
above in the section Mossy Fibers Inputs to the CA3 Cells and 
by Treves and Rolls (1992). 

A fourth way is that, as suggested and explained above in the 
section just mentioned, the dentate granule cell-mossy fiber in- 
put to the CA3 cells may be powerful, and its use particularly 
during learning would be efficient in forcing a new pattern of fir- 
ing onto the CA3 cells during learning. 

CA1 cells 
The amount of information about each episode retrievable 

from CA3 has to be balanced off against the number of episodes 
that can be held concurrently in storage. The balance is regulated 
by the sparseness of the coding. Whatever the amount of infor- 
mation per episode in CA3, one may hypothesize that the orga- 
nization of the structures that follow CA3 (i.e., CA1, the various 
subicular fields, and the return projections to neocortex) should 
be optimized so as to preserve and use this information content 
in its entirety. This would prevent further loss of information, af- 
ter the massive but necessary reduction in information content 
that has taken place along the sensory pathways and before the 
autoassociation stage in CA3. We have proposed (Treves and 
Rolls, 1994; Treves, 1995) that the need to preserve the full in- 
formation content present in the output of an autoassociative 
memory requires an intermediate recoding stage (CAI) with spe- 
cial characteristics. In fact, a calculation of the information pres- 
ent in the CA1 firing pattern, elicited by a pattern of activity re- 
trieved from CA3, shows that a considerable fraction of the 
information is lost if the synapses are nonmodifiable, and that 
this loss can be prevented only if the CA3 to CA1 synapses are 
associatively modifiable. Their modifiability should match the 
plasticity of the CA3 recurrent collaterals. The additional infor- 

mation that can be retrieved beyond that retrieved by CA3 be- 
cause the CA3 to CA1 synapses are associatively modifiable is 
strongly demonstrated by the hippocampal simulation described 
by Rolls (1995). 

An additional factor is that if the total amount of informa- 
tion carried by CA3 cells is redistributed over a larger number 
of CA1 cells, less information needs to be loaded onto each CA1 
cell, rendering the code more robust to information loss in the 
next stages. For example, if each CA3 cell had to code for 2 bits 
of information, e.g., by firing at one of four equiprobable activ- 
ity levels, then each CAI cell (if there were twice as many as 
there are CA3 cells) could code for just 1 bit, e.g., by firing at 
one of only two equiprobable levels. Thus the same information 
content could be maintained in the overall representarion while 
reducing the sensitivity to noise in the firing level of each cell. 
In fact, there are more CA1 cells than CA3 cells in rats (2.5 X 
lo5). There are even more CA1 cells (4.6 X lo6) in humans (and 
the ratio of CA1 to CA3 cells is greater). The CAI cells may 
thus provide the first part of the expansion for the return pro- 
jections to the enormous numbers of neocortical cells in primates, 
after the bottleneck of the single network in CA3, the number 
of neurons in which may be limited because it has to operate as 
a single network. 

Another argument on the operation of the CA1 cells is also 
considered to be related to the CA3 autoassociation effect. In this, 
several arbitrary patterns of firing occur together on the CA3 neu- 
rons, and become associated together to form an episodic or 
“whole-scene” memory. It is essential for this operation that sev- 
eral different sparse representations are present conjunctively in 
order to form the association. Moreover, when completion oper- 
ates in the CA3 autoassociation system, all the neurons firing in 
the original conjunction can be brought into activity by only a 
part of the original set of conjunctive events. For these reasons, 
a memory in the CA3 cells consists of several different simulta- 
neously active ensembles of activity. To be explicit, the parts A, 
B, C, D, and E of a particular episode would each be represented, 
roughly speaking, by its own population of CA3 cells, and these 
five populations would be linked together by autoassociation. It 
is suggested that the CAI cells, which receive these groups of si- 
multaneously active ensembles, can detect the conjunctions of fir- 
ing of the different ensembles which represent the episodic mem- 
ory, and allocate by competitive learning neurons to represent at 
least larger parts of each episodic memory (Rolls, 1987, 1989a-c, 
1990a,b). In relation to the simple example above, some CA1 
neurons might code for ABC, and others for BDE, rather than 
having to maintain independent representations in CA1 of A, B, 
C, D, and E. This implies a more efficient representation, in the 
sense that when eventually after many further stages, neocortical 
neuronal activity is recalled (as discussed below), each neocorti- 
cal cell need not be accessed by all the axons carrying each com- 
ponent A, B, C, D, and E, but instead by fewer axons carrying 
larger fragments, such as ABC, and BDE. Concerning the details 
of operation of the CAI system, we note that although compet- 
itive learning may capture part of how it is able to recode, the 
competition is probably not global, but instead would operate rel- 
atively locally within the domain of the connections of inhibitory 
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neurons, This simple example is intended to show how the cod- 
ing may become less componential and more conjunctive in CA1 
than in CA3, but should not be taken to imply that the repre- 
sentation produced becomes more sparse. 

Another feature of the CA1 network is its double set of affer- 
ents, with each of its cells receiving most synapses from the 
Schaeffer collaterals coming from CA3, but also a proportion 
(about 1/6; Amaral et al., 1990) from direct perforant path pro- 
jections from entorhinal cortex. Such projections appear to orig- 
inate mainly in layer 3 of entorhinal cortex (Witter et al., 1989), 
from a population of cells only partially overlapping with that 
(mainly in layer 2) giving rise to the perforant path projections 
to DG and CA3. This suggests that i t  is useful to include in CAI 
not only what is possible to recall from CA3, but also the detailed 
information present in the retrieval cue itself (see Treves and Rolls, 
1994). 

Backprojections to  the neocortex-a hypothesis 
The need for information to be retrieved from the hippocam- 

pus to affect other brain areas was noted in the Introduction. The 
way in which this could be implemented via backprojections to 
the neocortex is now considered. 

It is suggested that the modifiable connections from the CA3 
neurons to the CA1 neurons allow the whole episode in CA3 to 
be produced in CA1. This may be assisted as described above by 
the direct perforant path input to CA1. This might allow details 
of the input key for the recall process, as well as the possibly less 
information-rich memory of the whole episode recalled from the 
CA3 network, to contribute to the firing of CAI neurons. The 
CA1 neurons would then activate, via their termination in the 
deep layers of the entorhinal cortex, at least the pyramidal cells 
in the deep layers of the entorhinal cortex (see Fig. 1). These neu- 
rons would then, by virtue of their backprojections to the parts 
of cerebral cortex that originally provided the inputs to the hip- 
pocampus, terminate in the superficial layers of those neocortical 
areas where synapses would be made onto the distal parts of the 
dendrites of the cortical pyramidal cells (see Rolls, 1989a-c). The 
areas of cerebral neocortex in which this recall would be produced 
could include multimodal cortical areas (e.g., the cortex in the 
superior temporal sulcus which receives inputs from temporal, 
parietal, and occipital cortical areas, and from which it is thought 
that cortical areas such as 39 and 40 relate to language devel- 
oped), and also areas of unimodal association cortex (e.g., infe- 
rior temporal visual cortex). The backprojections, by recalling pre- 
vious episodic events, could provide information useful to the 
neocortex in the building of new representations in the multi- 
modal and unimodal association cortical areas (Rolls, 1989a-c, 
1990a,b), or in organizing actions. 

The hypothesis of the architecture with which this would be 
achieved is shown in Figure 1, The feedforward connections from 
association areas of the cerebral neocortex (solid lines in Fig. 1) 
show major convergence as information is passed to CA3, with 
the CA3 autoassociation network having the smallest number of 
neurons at any stage of the processing. The backprojections al- 

low for divergence back to neocortical areas. The way in which 
we suggest that the backprojection synapses are set up to have the 
appropriate strengths for recall is as follows (see also Rolls, 
1989a,b). During the setting up of a new episodic memory, there 
would be strong feedforward activity progressing toward the hip- 
pocampus. During the episode, the CA3 synapses would be mod- 
ified, and via the CA1 neurons and the subiculum, a pattern of 
activity would be produced on the backprojecting synapses to the 
entorhinal cortex. Here the backprojecting synapses from active 
backprojection axons onto pyramidal cells being activated by the 
forward inputs to entorhinal cortex would be associatively mod- 
ified. A similar process would be implemented at preceding stages 
of neocortex, that is in the parahippocampal gyrusiperirhinal cor- 
tex stage, and in association cortical areas, as shown in Figure 1. 
The timing of the backprojecting activity would be sufficiently 
rapid for this, in that, for example, inferior temporal cortex (ITC) 
neurons become activated by visual stimuli with latencies of 
90-110 ms and may continue firing for several hundred mil- 
liseconds (Rolls, 1992b); and hippocampal pyramidal cells are ac- 
tivated in visual object-and-place and conditional spatial response 
tasks with latencies of 120-180 ms (Rolls et al., 1989; Miyashita 
et al., 1989). Thus, backprojected activity from the hippocampus 
might be expected to reach association cortical areas such as the 
inferior temporal visual cortex within 60 - 100 ms of the onset 
of their firing, and there would be a several hundred-millisecond 
period in which there would be conjunctive feedforward activa- 
tion present with simultaneous backprojected signals in the asso- 
ciation cortex. 

During recall, the backprojection connections onto the distal 
synapses of cortical pyramidal cells would be helped in their ef- 
ficiency in activating the pyramidal cells by virtue of two factors. 
The first is that with no forward input to the neocortical pyra- 
midal cells, there would be little shunting of the effects received 
at the distal dendrites by the more proximal effects on the den- 
drite normally produced by the forward synapses. Further, with- 
out strong forward activation of the pyramidal cells, there would 
not be very strong feedback and feedforward inhibition via GABA 
cells, so that there would not be a further major loss of signal due 
to (shunting) inhibition on the cell body and (subtractive) inhi- 
bition on the dendrite. (The converse of this is that when for- 
ward inputs are present, as during normal processing of the en- 
vironment rather than during recall, the forward inputs would, 
appropriately, dominate the activity of the pyramidal cells, which 
would be only influenced, not determined, by the backprojecting 
inputs [see Rolls, 1989a,b].) 

The synapses receiving the backprojections would have to be 
Hebb-modifiable, as suggested by Rolls (1989a,b). This would 
solve the de-addressing problem, that is the problem of how the 
hippocampus is able to bring into activity during recall just those 
cortical pyramidal cells that were active when the memory was 
originally being stored. The solution hypothesized (Rolls, 
1989a,b) arises because modification occurs during learning of 
the synapses from active backprojecting neurons from the hip- 
pocampal system ' onto the dendrites of only those neocortical 
pyramidal cells active at the time of learning. Without this mod- 
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ifiability of cortical backprojections during learning, it is difficult 
to see how exactly the correct cortical pyramidal cells active dur- 
ing the original learning experience would be activated during re- 
call. Consistent with this hypothesis (Rolls, 1989a,b), there are 
NMDA receptors present especially in superficial layers of the 
cerebral cortex (Monaghan and Cotman, 1985), implying Hebb- 
like learning just where the backprojecting axons make synapses 
with apical dendrites of cortical pyramidal cells. 

If the backprojection synapses are associatively modifiable, we 
may consider the duration of the period for which their synaptic 
modification should persist. What follows from the operation of 
the system described above is that there would be no point, in- 
deed it would be disadvantageous, if the synaptic modifications 
lasted for longer than the memory remained in the hippocampal 
buffer store. What would be optimal would be to arrange for the 
associative modification of the backprojecting synapses to remain 
for as long as the memory persists in the hippocampus. This sug- 
gests that a similar mechanism for the associative modification 
within the hippocampus and for that of at least one stage of the 
backprojecting synapses would be appropriate. It is suggested that 
the presence of high concentrations of NMDA synapses in the 
distal parts of the dendrites of neocortical pyramidal cells and 
within the hippocampus may reflect the similarity of the synap- 
tic modification processes in these two regions (cf. Kirkwood et 
al., 1993). It is noted that it would be appropriate to have this 
similarity of time course (i.e., rapid learning with 1-2 s, and slow 
decay over perhaps weeks) for a t  least one stage in the series of 
backprojecting stages from the CA3 region to the neocortex. Such 
stages might include the CAI region, subiculum, entorhinal cor- 
tex, and perhaps the parahippocampal gyrus. However from mul- 
timodal cortex (e.g., the parahippocampal gyrus) back to earlier 
cortical stages, it might be desirable for the backprojecting 
synapses to persist for a long period, so that some types of recall 
and top-down processing (see Rolls, 1989a,b) mediated by the 
operation of neocortico-neocortical backprojecting synapses could 
be stable. 

An alternative hypothesis to that above is that rapid modifia- 
bility of backprojection synapses would be required only at the 
beginning of the backprojecting stream. Relatively fixed associa- 
tions from higher to earlier neocortical stages would serve to ac- 
tivate the correct neurons at earlier cortical stages during recall. 
For example, there might be rapid modifiability from CA3 to 
CA1 neurons, but relatively fixed connections from there back 
(McClelland et al., 1995). For such a scheme to work, one would 
need to produce a theory not only of the formation of semantic 
memories in the neocortex, but also of how the operations per- 
formed according to that theory would lead to recall by setting 
up appropriately the backprojecting synapses. 

We have noted elsewhere that backprojections, which included 
iortico-cortical backprojections, and backprojections originating 
from structures such as the hippocampus and amygdala, may have 
J. number of different functions (Rolls, 1989a-c, 1990a,b, 1992a). 
The particular function with which we have been concerned here 
1s how memories stored in the hippocampus might be recalled in 
regions of the cerebral neocortex. 

Backprojections t o  the neocortex- 
quantitative aspects 

How many backprojecting fibers does one need to synapse on 
any given neocortical pyramidal cell, in order to implement the 
mechanism outlined above? Consider a polysynaptic sequence of 
backprojecting stages, from hippocampus to neocortex, as a string 
of simple (hetero-)associative memories in which, at each stage, 
the input lines are those coming from the previous stage (closer 
to the hippocampus). Implicit in this framework is the assump- 
tion that the synapses at each stage are modifiable and have been 
indeed modified at the time of first experiencing each episode, 
according to some Hebbian associative plasticity rule. A plausi- 
ble requirement for a successful hippocampo-directed recall op- 
eration, is that the signal generated from the hippocampally re- 
trieved pattern of activity, and carried backward toward neocortex, 
remain undegraded when compared to the noise due, at each 
stage, to the interference effects caused by the concurrent storage 
of other patterns of activity on the same backprojecting synaptic 
systems. That requirement is equivalent to that used in deriving 
the storage capacity of such a series of heteroassociative memo- 
ries, and it was shown in Treves and Rolls (1991) that the max- 
imum number of independently generated activity patterns that 
can be retrieved is given, essentially, by the same formula as equa- 
tion (2) above 

where, however, a is now the sparseness of the representation at 
any given stage, and Cis the average number of (back)projections 
each cell of that stage receives from cells of the previous one. (k' 
is a similar slowly varying factor to that introduced above.) If p 
is equal to the number of memories held in the hippocampal 
memory, it is limited by the retrieval capacity of the CA3 net- 
work, pmm Putting together the formula for the latter with that 
shown here, one concludes that, roughly, the requirement implies 
that the number of afferents of (indirect) hippocampal origin to 
a given neocortical stage (CHBp) must be CHRp = CRca,,/aCA3, 
where CRc is the number of recurrent collaterals to any given cell 
in CA3, the average sparseness of a representation is a,,, and aCA3 
is the sparseness of memory representations there in CA3. 

The above requirement is very strong: even if representations 
were to remain as sparse as they are in CA3, which is unlikely, 
to avoid degrading the signal, CHBp should be as large as CRc, i.e. 
12,000 in the rat. Moreover, other sources of noise not consid- 
ered in the present calculation would add to the severity of the 
constraint and partially compensate for the relaxation in the con- 
straint that would result from requiring that only a fraction of 
thep episodes would involve any given cortical area. If then CHRP 
has to be of the same order as CRc, one is led to a very definite 
conclusion: A mechanism of the type envisaged here could not 
possibly rely on a set of monosynaptic CA3-to-neocortex back- 
projections. This would imply that, to make a sufficient number 
of synapses on each of the vast number of neocortical cells, each 
cell in CA3 has to generate a disproportionate number of synapses 



(i . e ., CHB” times the ratio between the number of neocortical and 
that of CA3 cells). The required divergence can be kept within 
reasonable limits only by assuming that the backprojecting sys- 
tem is polysynaptic, provided that the number of cells involved 
grows gradually at each stage, from CA3 back to neocortical as- 
sociation areas (cf. Fig. 1). 

Although backprojections between any two adjacent areas in 
the cerebral cortex are approximately as numerous as forward pro- 
jections, and much of the distal parts of the dendrites of cortical 
pyramidal cells are devoted to backprojections, the actual num- 
ber of such connections onto each pyramidal cell may be on av- 
erage only in the order of thousands. Further, not all might re- 
flect backprojection signals originating from the hippocampus, 
for there are backprojections which might be considered to orig- 
inate in the amygdala (see Amaral et al., 1992) or in multimodal 
cortical areas (allowing, for example, for recall of a visual image 
by an auditory stimulus with which it has been regularly associ- 
ated). In this situation, one may consider whether the backpro- 
jections from any one of these systems would be sufficiently nu- 
merous to produce recall. One factor which may help here is that 
when recall is being produced by the backprojections, it may be 
assisted by the local recurrent collaterals between nearby (- 1 mm) 
pyramidal cells which are a feature of neocortical connectivity. 
These would tend to complete a partial neocortical representa- 
tion being recalled by the backprojections into a complete recalled 
pattern. (Note that this completion would be only over the local 
information present within a cortical area about, e.g., visual in- 
put or spatial input; it provides a local “clean-up’’ mechanism, 
and could not replace the global autoassociation performed ef- 
fectively over the activity of very many cortical areas which the 
CA3 could perform by virtue of its widespread recurrent collat- 
eral connectivity.) There are two alternative possibilities about 
how this would operate. First, if the recurrent collaterals showed 
slow and long-lasting synaptic modification, then they would be 
useful in completing the whole oflong-term (e.g., semantic) mem- 
ories. Second, if the neocortical recurrent collaterals showed rapid 
changes in synaptic modifiability with the same time course as 
that of hippocampal synaptic modification, then they would be 
useful in filling in parts of the information forming episodic mem- 
ories which could be made available locally within an area of the 
cerebral neocortex. 

Simulations of hippocampal operation 
In order to test the operation of the whole system for indi- 

vidual parts of which an analytic theory has now been developed, 
Rolls (1995) simulated a scaled down version of the part of the 
architecture shown in Figure 1 from the entorhinal cortex to the 
hippocampus and back to the entorhinal cortex. The analytic ap- 
proaches to the storage capacity of the CA3 network, the role of 
the mossy fibers and of the perforant path, the functions of CA1, 
and the operation of the backprojections in recall were all shown 
to be computationally plausible in the computer simulations. In 
the simulation, during recall, partial keys are presented to the en- 
torhinal cortex, completion is produced by the CA3 autoassocia- 
tion network, and recall is produced in the entorhinal cortex of 

the original learned vector. The network, which has 1,000 neu- 
rons at each stage, can recall large numbers, which approach the 
calculated storage capacity, of different sparse random vectors. 
One of the points highlighted by the simulation is that the net- 
work operated much better if the CA3 cells operated in binary 
mode (either firing or not), rather than having continuously 
graded firing rates (Rolls, 1995). The reason for this is that given 
that the total amount of information that can be stored in a re- 
current network such as the CA3 network is approximately con- 
stant independently of how graded the firing rates are in each pat- 
tern (Treves, 1990), then if much information is used to store 
the graded firing rates in the firing of CA3 cells, fewer patterns 
can be stored. The implication of this is that in order to store 
many memories in the hippocampus, and to be able to recall them 
at later stages of the system, for example, the entorhinal cortex 
and beyond, it may be advantageous to utilize relatively binary 
firing rates in the CA3 part at least of the hippocampus. This 
finding has been confirmed and clarified by simulation of the 
CA3 autoassociative system alone, and it has been suggested that 
the advantage of operation with binary firing rates may be related 
to the low firing rates characteristic of hippocampal neurons (Rolls 
et al., 1997). Another aspect of the theory emphasized by the re- 
sults of the simulation was the importance of having effecrively a 
single network provided in the hippocampus by the CA3 recur- 
rent collateral network, for only if this operated as a single net- 
work (given the constraint of some topography present at earlier 
stages), could the whole of a memory be completed from any of 
its parts. 

Quantitative Aspects of the Model 

The model described here is quantitative and is supported by 
both formal analyses and quantitative simulations. Many of the 
points made, such as on the number of memories that can be 
stored in autoassociative networks, the utility of sparse represen- 
tations, and the dynamics of the operation of networks with re- 
current connections, are quite general and will apply to networks 
in a number of different brain areas. With respect to the hip- 
pocampus, the theory specifies the maximum number of memo- 
ries that could be stored in it, and this has implications for how 
it could be used biologicaIly. It indicates that if this number is 
approached, it will be useful to have a mechanism for recalling 
information from the hippocampus for incorporation into mem- 
ories elsewhere. With respect to recall, the theory provides a quan- 
titative account for why there are as many backprojections as for- 
ward projections in the cerebral cortex. Overall, the theory 
provides an explanation for how this part of the brain could work, 
and even if this theory needs to be revised, it is suggested that a 
fully quantitative theory along the lines proposed which is based 
on the evidence available from a wide range of techniques will be 
essential before we can say that we understand how part of the 
brain operates. 
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Comparison With Other Theories of 
Hippocampal Function 

Hypotheses have been described about how a number of dif- 
ferent parts of hippocampal and related circuitry might operate. 
Although these hypotheses are consistent with a theory of how 
the hippocampus operates, some of these hypotheses could be in- 
corporated into other views or theories. In order to highlight the 
differences between alternative theories, and in order to lead to 
constructive analyses that can test them, the theory described 
above is compared with other theories of hippocampal function 
in the following section. Although the differences between the 
theories are highlighted in the following section, the overall view 
described here is close in different respects to those of a number 
of other investigators (Marr, 1971; Brown and Zador, 1990; 
McNaughton and Nadel, 1990; Eichenbaum et al., 1992; Gaffan, 
1992; Squire, 1992), and of course priority is not claimed on all 
the propositions put forward here. 

Some theories postulate that the hippocampus performs spa- 
tial computation. The theory of O’Keefe and Nadel (1978), that 
the hippocampus implements a cognitive map, placed great em- 
phasis on spatial function. It supposed that the hippocampus at 
least holds information about allocentric space in a form which 
enables rats to find their way in an environment even when novel 
trajectories are necessary, that is, it permits an animal to “go from 
one place to another independent of particular inputs (cues) or 
outputs (responses), and to link together conceptually parts of the 
environment which have never been experienced at the same 
time.” O’Keefe (1 990; see Burgess et al., 1994) has extended this 
analysis and produced a computational theory of the hippocam- 
pus as a cognitive map, in which the hippocampus performs geo- 
metric spatial compurations. Key aspects of the theory are that 
the hippocampus stores the centroid and slope of the distribution 
of landmarks in an environment and stores the relationships be- 
tween the centroid and the individual landmarks. The hip- 
pocampus then receives as inputs information about where the 
rat currently is, and where the rat’s target location is, and com- 
putes geometrically the body turns and movements necessary to 
reach the target location. In this sense, the hippocampus is taken 
to be a spatial computer which produces an output which is very 
different from its inputs. This is in contrast to the present the- 
ory, in which the hippocampus is a memory device, which is able 
to recall what was stored in it, using as input a partial cue. The 
theory of O’Keefe postulates that the hippocampus actually per- 
forms a spatial computation. 

McNaughton et al. (1991) have also proposed that the hip- 
pocampus is involved in spatial computation. They propose a 
“compass” solution to the problem of spatial navigation along 
novel trajectories in known environments, postulating that dis- 
tances and bearings (i.e., vector quantities) from landmarks are 
scored, and that computation of a new trajectory involves vector 
subtraction by the hippocampus. They postulate that a linear as- 
sociative mapping is performed, using as inputs a “cross-feature’’ 
(combination) representation of (head) angular velocity and (its 
time integral) head direction, to produce as output the future 
value of the integral (head direction) after some specified time in- 

terval. The system can be reset by learned associations between 
local views of the environment and head direction, so that when 
later a local view is seen, it can lead to an output from the net- 
work which is a (corrected) head direction. They suggest that 
some of the key signals in the computational system can be iden- 
tified with the firing of hippocampal cells (e.g., local view cells) 
and subicular cells (head direction cells). It should be noted that 
this theory requires a (linear) associative mapping with an output 
(head direction) different in form from the inputs (head angular 
velocity over a time period, or local view). This is pattern associ- 
ation (with the conditioned stimulus local view, and the uncon- 
ditioned stimulus head direction), not autoassociation, and it has 
been postulated that this pattern association can be performed by 
the hippocampus (cf. McNaughton and Morris, 1989). This the- 
ory is again in contrast to the present theory, in which the hip- 
pocampus operates as a memory to store events that occur at the 
same time, and can recall the whole memory +om m y  part of 
what was stored. (A pattern associator uses a conditioned stimu- 
lus to map an input to a pattern of firing in an output set of neu- 
rons which is like that produced in the output neurons by the 
unconditioned stimulus. A description of pattern associations and 
autoassociators in a neurobiological context is provided by Rolls, 
1996c; and Rolls and Treves, 1997.) The present theory is fully 
consistent with the presence of “spatial view” cells and whole- 
body motion cells in the primate hippocampus (Rolls and 
O’Mara, 1993) (or place or local view cells in the rat hippocam- 
pus, and head direction cells in the presubiculum), for it is often 
important to store and later recall where one has been (views of 
the environment, body turns made, etc), and indeed such 
(episodic) memories are required for navigation by “dead reck- 
oning” in small environments. 

The present theory thus holds that the hippocampus is used 
for the formation of episodic memories using autoassociation. 
This function is often necessary for successful spatial computa- 
tion, but is not itself spatial computation. Instead, we believe that 
spatial computation is more likely to be performed in the pari- 
etal cortex (utilizing information recalled from the hippocampus 
if necessary). Consistent with this view, hippocampal damage im- 
pairs the ability to learn new environments hut not to perform 
spatial computations such as finding one’s way to a place in a fa- 
miliar environment, whereas damage to the parietal cortex and 
parahippocampal cortex can lead to problems such as topo- 
graphical and other spatial agnosias in humans (see Kolb and 
Whishaw, 1990; Grusser and Landis, 1991). This is consistent 
with spatial computations normally being performed in the neo- 
cortex. (In monkeys, there is evidence for a role of the parietal 
cortex in allocentric spatial computation. For example, monkeys 
with parietal cortex lesions are impaired at performing a land- 
mark task, in which the object to be chosen is signified by the 
proximity to it of a “landmark (another object) (Ungerleider and 
Mishkin, 1982).) 

Another theory was sketched by Marr (1971). He had the gen- 
eral systems-level view, to which we subscribe, that the hip- 
pocampal system operates as an intermediate-term memory. His 
theory, however, did not identify functions for different parts of 
the hippocampal circuitry (dentate, CA3, CA1, subiculum, etc.), 



but instead lumped them together. He discussed the possible func- 
tions of associatively modifiable recurrent collateral connections, 
but in the quantities he assumed in his model, synaptic modifi- 
cation on the forward synaptic connections into the system, rather 
than in the recurrent collaterals, was quantitatively significant in 
the storage effects analyzed (Willshaw and Buckingham, 1990). 
The technical approach Marr took to the analysis was based on 
probabilities computed in the tail of Poisson distributions, and as 
noted by Treves and Rolls (1994), the conclusions reached with 
this approach are strongly affected by details of the assumptions 
made (e.g., how many extra active inputs to a cell are needed to 
make ir fire?). In contrast, we have adopted a more powerful an- 
alytic approach, based on formal models derived from theoretical 
physics of the operation of attractor neuronal networks, which we 
have extended in the direction of biological plausibility by incor- 
porating linear-threshold rather than binary neurons in sparse net- 
works with nonsymmetric synaptic weights. The methods we use 
also introduce information theory to the assessment of how dif- 
ferent input systems operate in such attractor networks (see above 
and Treves and Rolls, 1994). A second contrast of the approach 
that we have adopted is that we have, given that there is now 
much more information available on hippocampal function 
(from, for example, microanatomy and neurophysiology), been 
able to address the possible specific functions of several stages of 
processing in the hippocampal system. A third contrast is that 
Marr suggested that memories might be unloaded from the hip- 
pocampus to the cerebral neocortex during sleep (a suggestion 
taken up by Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). O n  the other hand, 
in the approach taken here, it is suggested that if episodic infor- 
mation stored in the hippocampus is recalled to the neocortex to 

help build long-term semantic memories, a process which may 
often require small modifications to synaptic weights in the light 
of new episodic information, a serial process guided by thinking 
about how the new episodic information is related to existing se- 
mantic or long-term episodic information is more likely to be re- 
quired (cf. McClelland et al., 1995). A fourth contrast is that al- 
though Marr (1971) promised a theory of how information could 
be recalled from the hippocampus to the neocortex, he did not 
as far as I know ever produce such a theory. Rolls (1989a,b) and 
Treves and Rolls (1994) have outlined a theory of recall and have 
provided what may be some strong quantitative constraints on 
the system in the brain which achieves this. This system is iden- 
tified with the multistage backprojection system from the hip- 
pocampus to the cerebral neocortex, and between adjacent neo- 
cortical areas. 

Another theory is that the hippocampus is involved in recog- 
nition memory (Mishkin, 1978, 1982). It is now believed that 
recognition memory as tested in a visual delayed-match-to-sam- 
ple task is dependent on the perirhinal cortex, and rather less on 
hippocampal circuitry proper (Zola-Morgan et al., 1989; Gaffan 
and Murray, 1992). Our approach to this is that we note that the 
hippocampal CA3 recurrent collateral system is most likely to be 
heavily involved in memory processing when new associations be- 
tween arbitrary events which may be represented in differenr re- 
gions of the cerebral cortex must be linked together to form an 
episodic memory. Often, given the large inputs to the hip- 

pocampus form the parietal cortex, one of these events will con- 
tain spatial information. We suppose that given the circuitry of 
the hippocampus, it is especially well suited for such tasks, al- 
though some mixing of inputs may occur before the hippocam- 
pus. It is therefore predicted that when arbitrary associations must 
be rapidly learned between such different events to form new 
episodic memories, the hippocampal circuitry is likely to become 
increasingly important, but we are not surprised if some memory 
formation of this type can occur without the hippocampus proper. 
The position implies that hippocampal damage will reflect quan- 
titatively rather than just qualitatively the ability to form new (es- 
pecially multimodal, with one modality space) episodic memo- 
ries. It is also noted that Mishkin’s theory was a theory of what 
the hippocampus does, whereas the present theory is a theory of 
what the hippocampus does and especially of how it does it. 

A theory closely related to the present theory of how the hip- 
pocampus operates has been developed by McClelland et al. 
(1995). It is very similar to the theory we have developed (Rolls, 
1987, 1989a-c; Treves and Rolls, 1992, 1994) at the systems 
level, except that it takes a stronger position on the gradient of 
retrograde amnesia, emphasizes that recall from the hippocampus 
of episodic information is used to help build semantic represen- 
tations in the neocortex, and holds that the last set of synapses 
that are modified rapidly during the learning of each episode are 
those between the CA3 and CAI pyramidal cells (see Fig. 1). In 
the formulation by McClelland et a1 (1995), the entorhinal cor- 
tex connections via the perforant path onto the CA1 cells are non- 
modifiable (in the short term) and allow a representation of neo- 
cortical long-term memories to activate the CA1 cells. The new 
information learned in an episode by the CA3 system is then 
linked to existing long-term memories by the CA3-to-CA1 rapidly 
modifiable synapses. All the connections from the CA1 back via 
the subiculum, entorhinal cortex, parahippocampal cortex, etc. to 
the association neocortex are held to be unmodifiable in the short 
term, during the formation of an episodic memory. The formal 
argument that leads us to suggest that the backprojecting synapses 
are associatively modifiable during the learning of an episodic 
memory is similar to that which we have used to show that for 
efficient recall, the synapses which initiate recall in the CA3 sys-- 
tem (identified above with perforant path projection to CA3) 
must be associatively modifiable if recall is to operate efficiently 
(see Treves and Rolls, 1992). The present theory holds that it is 
possible that for several stages back into neocortical processing, 
the backprojecting synapses should be associatively modifiable, 
with a similar time course to the time it takes to learn a new 
episodic memory. It may well be that at earlier stages of cortical 
processing, for example, from V4 to V2, the backprojections are 
relatively more fixed, being formed during early developmental 
plasticity or during the formation of new long-term semantic 
memory structures. Having such relatively fixed synaptic strengths 
in these earlier cortical backprojection systems could ensure that 
whatever is recalled in higher cortical areas, such as objects, will 
in turn recall relatively fixed and stable representations of parts 
of objects or features. Given that the functions of backprojections 
may include many top-down processing operations, including at- 
tention and priming, it may be useful to ensure that there is con-- 
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sistency in how higher cortical areas affect activity in earlier “front- 
end” or preprocessing cortical areas. 

If a model of the hippocampal/neocortical memory system 
could store only a small number of patterns, it would not be a 
good model of the real hippocampaUneocortica1 memory system 
in the brain. Indeed, this appears to be a major limitation of an- 
other model presented recently by Alvarez and Squire (1994). The 
model specifies that the hippocampus helps the operation of a 
neocortical multimodel memory system in which all memories 
are stored by associative recurrent collaterals between the neo- 
cortical neurons. Although the idea worked in the model with 20 
neurons and two patterns to be learned (Alvarez and Squire, 
1994), the whole idea is computationally not feasible, because the 
number of memories that can be stored in a single autoassocia- 
tive network of the type described is limited by the number of 
inputs per neuron from other neurons, not by the number of neu- 
rons in the network (Treves and Rolls, 1991, 1994). This would 
render the capacity of the whole neocortical multimodal (or 
amodal) memory store very low (in the order of the number of 
inputs per neuron from the other neurons, that is in the order of 
5,000-10,000) (cf. O’Kane and Treves, 1992). This example 
makes it clear that it is important to take into account analytic 
and quantitative approaches when investigating memory systems. 
The current work is an attempt to do this. 

The aim of this comparison of the present theory with other 
theories has been to highlight differences between the theories, to 
assist in the future assessment of the utility and the further de- 
velopment of each of the theories. 

Predictions 
Some of the main predictions arising from the present theory 

are brought together here. All can in principle be tested experi- 
men tally. 

1. The recurrent collateral and perforant path synaptic sys- 
tems to CA3 should display associative modifiability. 

2. Blocking this modifiability should impair the formation of 
new (hippocampal-dependent) memories, but should not impair 
the retention of previously stored memories. (The impairment is 
likely to be most demonstrable when large numbers of episodic 
memories are to be stored.) 

3. Selective inactivation of the mossy fiber system should im- 
pair memory formation but not memory retention. 

4. The associative plasticity of the Schaffer collaterals onto 
CAI cells should be similar, in strength and time course, to that 
of the recurrent collaterals onto CA3 cells. 

5.  The backprojecting system from the hippocampus must be 
associatively modifiable for at least one stage, and should operate 
as rapidly (i.e., within 1-2 s )  as the associative modifiabilitywithin 
the hippocampus itself, and should decay (if at all) with a simi- 
lar slow time course (e.g., weeks) to that of CA3 LTP. This should 
hold for at least one stage in the series of backprojecting stages 
from the CA3 region to the neocortex. 

6. Neocortical cells activated solely by backprojecting inputs 
should have the same response characteristics as when they are 
aLtivated directly by the feedforward inputs. 

In addition, the quantitative analysis predicts a series of de- 
tailed quantitative relationships that will be testable once more 
refined experimental techniques allow more precise quantitation 
of eg., lesion effects, cell response properties, and behavioral im- 
pairments. For example, the memory functions performed by the 
hippocampus may only become fully revealed when large num- 
bers (thousands) of memories of particular events are required. 
Another example is that the information made available by the 
responses of each cell in CA1 should be less than that available 
in single neurons in the CA3 region (see Treves, 1995). 

In this work, a number of recent neurophysiological, neu- 
roanatomical, and theoretical investigations have been brought to- 
gether to provide the outline of a theory of how the hippocampus 
could compute, and how the computations it performs could be 
used to recall recent memories. It has been shown how the recall 
of information within the hippocampus could lead to recall in the 
cerebral cortex via hippocampal backprojections, and it has been 
suggested how this could be useful to the cerebral cortex. A num- 
ber of experimental tests of the theory have been suggested. 
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